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Growing tumors:
- Faster growing tumors — more responsive and curable
- Highly aggressive cancer — almost incurable (e.g., Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma)

Diffuse large cell lymphoma — curable in advanced stages (more aggressive)
Indolent lymphoma — responds to treatment but likely incurable in advanced stages (low grade)
Increase in growth fraction — negative response to Rx

Emergence of resistance:
- Normal cells: Never develop resistance
- Resistance of tumor cells associated with sensitivity of normal cells
- Bone marrow and GIT cells are most vulnerable

Chemotherapy options:
- Induction chemotherapy:
  - Antineoplastic resistance, often used interchangeably with chemotherapy resistance, is the resistance of neoplastic (cancerous) cells, or the ability of cancer cells to survive and grow despite anti-cancer therapies. In some cases, cancers can evolve resistance to multiple drugs, called multiple drug resistance. There are two general causes of antineoplastic therapy failure: Inherent genetic characteristics, giving cancer cells their resistance and acquired resistance after drug exposure, which is